
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

                       Ref: AISV-3rd WR- 17th APRIL TO 21st APRIL 2023 

Dear Parents  

Greetings!  

Pre-Primary & Primary/Secondary Weekly Report of 3rd WR- 17th APRIL 

TO 21st APRIL 2023  

ASSEMBLY TIME 

 
Prayer 

                  Affirmations 
                  Gurukulam 

                  Birthday Celebration 
                  Mass Drill 

                  National Anthem 
                  National Song 

                  School Anthem 

 

FOUNDATIONAL STAGE (NURSERY TO C2) 

 

NURSERY 

 

Circle Time/Observe & Discuss Shared with the Tiny tots how to wish in the  

morning �, pray to God � wash their hands 
before and after taking food ✋ sit in one place, 

and also classroom manners were explained. 

Pre-writing skills Little ones are on their way enhancing pre 
writing skills.They joyfully scribbled in their 
book with different colors of crayons 🖍️. 

Literacy skills Shining stars took a step to know about the 
letter A and introduction of letter A was done in 

the classroom. Tiny tots were busy finding the 
letter A during an activity which enhanced their 

knowledge. 

Pre-Math skills Little ones jumped over the numbers � with 

the tune of song 1, 2 buckle my shoes. 



GK(picture talk) Little ones ticked food items in their book, and 
thus enhanced their understanding of Food 

Items. 

Motor skills(fine/gross) Little fingers are enhancing their motor skills by 
sprinkling the sand on the horizontal line with 

their teeny weeny fingers and also they walked 
and jumped on the horizontal line with their 

little feet. 

Rhymes & Stories Little ones enjoyed the rhyme session with the 

musical tambourine and swaying the hands and 
tapping their feet to the rhyme of Johnny 

Johnny Yes papa. 

Art & Craft Little fingers colored in the Sun� and happily 
drew rays of the sun �. 

                  

                   
                  

LOWER KINDERGARTEN 

 

Circle Time/Observe & Discuss Let me play and learn - Kids were explained the 
term “Action” and they  happily did different 

actions, wherein they learnt what these actions 
are called.  

Pre-writing skills I am learning the formations - Kids practised 
writing letters of Capital and Small in T.B. 

Literacy skills Little Champs practised Small Letter a, and were 

introduced to Capital and Small Letter B and they 
practised the same in T.B. 

Numeracy skills I am on my way enhancing my Numeracy 
intelligence - Tiny tots practised  

Number 1  in their N.B. and also practised 
Number 2 and 3 by framing the 



same in their T.B. 

Pre-Math skills My Pre - Math concepts are taken care of by 
experiential learning -Little kids revised Pre-

Maths Concept of Big and Small, One and 
Many, Long and Short, Same and Different. 

Language smart (Hindi) Little learners practice आकृतियों का अभ्यास  in their 

Hindi N.B. and also practiced रेखाओं का खेल in their 

Hindi T.B.  

GK(picture talk) Little Champs pasted Family photos in their G.K. 

N.B. and coloured the Photo Frame drawn. 

Little Champs were introduced to the topic, 
Actions I Can Do and they followed and did the 

different actions told by their peers.   

Motor skills(fine/gross) Little Kids did a Crumpling activity. They dabbed 
the paper crumpling with the green colour and 

dabbed the Coconut image in their Drawing 
book, thus they enhanced their eye and hand 

coordination. 
Enhancement of Fine Motors - Little Kids 

coloured the Sun and  pasted Matchstick to  form 

rays in their Craft - A T.B.  

Rhymes & Stories It’s time to tap and sway - Little singers were 
introduced to a new rhyme 'My Family'. They 

were virtually shown, they recited the same. 

Art & Craft World Earth Day Celebration- Munchkins pasted 

a leaf of a plant around Mother Earth, in their 
Drawing N.B.  

Little Champs coloured the Sun and did 
Scribbling with different colours in their Drawing 

- B T.B. 

 

                     
 



 

UPPER KINDERGARTEN 

 

Circle Time/Observe & Discuss Young enthusiasts discussed brushing the teeth 

and seasons. They also enjoyed  their circle time 
doing the activities such as backward counting 

and grouping beads.  

Pre-writing skills Trace and keep a check, whether the pencils 

follow the tracing dots or not.Kids practised 
writing letters Dd, Ee and Ff. 

Literacy skills Children practised writing 'a' family words  

Numeracy skills Lads practised writing numbers and their names 
(1-10). They did textual exercises related to 

numbers 11 to 18. 

Pre-Math skills Students were explained the concept of 
backward counting and tens & ones. 

Language smart (Hindi) Young ones had fun writing स्वर उ, ऊ and ऋ along with 

its rhyme. 

GK(picture talk) Champs practised writing names of body parts 

and were explained about healthy-unhealthy 

food. 

Motor skills(fine/gross) Hey! My hands can do wonders. This time they 
tore paper to bits and it had sand all over too. 

Musketeers rejoiced in the hands-on activity of 
making the sand colourful. 

Rhymes & Stories Munchkins joyfully revised the rhymes and were 
introduced to a new rhyme - The teeth. 

Art & Craft Young artists practised making colourful dots. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                

                

                  



GRADE 1 

 

Literacy skills "Good Morning Mia and Mo"- textual exercises, 
grammar - Special and common noun 

explanation and textual exercises done.  

Numeracy skills Kids practise writing numbers name 1 to 10,and 
before number and after number  in their 

notebooks.Explanation of numbers 0 to 10, 
number Line, Before, After and Between 

numbers.  

Science around us Tiny tots practised writing about chapter 1 

"Things around us" and they also learned types 
of materials by observing real objects of different 

materials available in the surroundings.  

Language Smart - Hindi छात्रों ने स्वर गीत गुनगुनाया और स्वर (उ, ऊ, ऋ, ए, ऐ, ओ, 

औ ) उनकी ककताब और कॉपी मैं किखा और अभ्यास ककया। 

Language Smart - Gujarati Recap- number counting 1 to 10, poem -"Ek 
Biladi" was done. 

Life skills Explanation on Don't waste food. 

General Knowledge Kids practised writing a few sentences about- 
"Monuments of India" 

Tech Smart - Computer  Kids learned topics like "human made things and 

natural things", "enter the world of computers" & 
"features of a computer". 

Physical Education - PE Little ones enjoyed playing - "Kho kho game" and 
"Dog and bone". 

Art & Craft Drawn Cat - with shape, free hand drawing. 

Library Little toddlers enjoyed reading story "A Wise 
Barber"  

Music Munchkins practised singing the song "Lakdi ki 

kathi" with tunes and visuals.  

Dance Toddlers practised the dance on (Ye Nadiyaan Ye 

Taare… kya keh rahe hai…)as a part of the world 
earth day. 

 
 

 
 



GRADE 2 

 

Literacy skills Students were introduced to “one/many nouns” 
and did textual exercises of the same. In an 

extension, they did textual exercises of Lesson-1 
“I Will Help You” too.  

Numeracy skills Pupils learnt number names 101-200 in a 

reference of the Chapter-1 “Numbers up to 200”.  

Science around us Ch-1 "Things Around Us" : Kids were shown real 

objects to understand different types of 
materials.(e.g.cotton,wool,wood,plastic,glass, 

rubber etc.) and Ch-3 "Housing and Clothing"- 
explanation is being done.  

Language Smart - Hindi छात्रों ने किन्दी में पाठ-2 वर्णमािा- व्योंजन का अध्ययन और 

अभ्यास कायण ककया और व्याकरर् में पाठ-2 वर्ण का अध्ययन 

और अभ्यास कायण पूर्ण ककया। 

Life skills Students learnt to take precautions during the 

summer season through visual learning.  

Tech Smart - Computer  Little ones were explained about the topic of  
“Hardware and software” and “Uses of a 

computer”. 

Physical Education - PE Kids enjoyed playing games like “River or bank”, 

“Simon says” and “Hurdles”.  

Art & Craft Little artists joined the dots and coloured the 
seasonal fruit mango in the Navyug Drawing 

book. In addition, they've showcased their 
imagination by drawing natural scenery in the 

drawing book. 

Library Little champs enjoyed reading stories (Puss in 

boots) during the library period.  

Music Students practise singing the song" Lakdi ki 
kathi" with tunes and video.  

Dance Toddlers practised the dance on (Ye Nadiyaan Ye 
Taare….kya keh rahe hai….)as a part of world 

Earth day. 

 

 

 

 

 



Primary Section

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Academic session 2023-’24 - students of Grades 3 to 10 were taught the 

subjects English, Hindi, Mathematics, Science, Social Science and 3rd Language 

(Gujarati/Sanskrit). Classes on Life-skills, Gurukulam, Music, Dance, Yoga, Arts 

and crafts were also conducted for the students. 

Grade 12 students had the teaching periods of the subjects; Physics, Chemistry, 

Biology, Mathematics, Business Studies, Commerce, Accountancy, English and 

computer 

 

 

PREPARATORY STAGE (C3 TO C5) 

 

Grade 3 

 

English Questions and Answers of the story Rescue Rex were 
discussed and made the students write in their notebook. 
Started with the grammar topic - Nouns. 

Science A new chapter States of Matter was introduced 3A and 3C 
class wherein, students were explained about matters and 
change of states. 

Science In 3B chapter 1 Food and feeding habits of animals is 
completed and made students write questions and answers in 
their notebook.  



Mathematics 

Explanation of making greatest and smallest numbers using 
given digits, arranging numbers in ascending and descending 
order, Comparing numbers, Rules for rounding off numbers 
was done. Completed Ex- 1.4 and Ex-1.5. 
In 3A & 3C - Explanation on comparing numbers, arranging 
numbers in ascending and descending order, making greatest 
and smallest number. Ex - 1.3, 1.4 

Hindi छात्रों ने  किोंदी व्याकरर् में १. िमारी भाषा एवों २. िमारी वर्णमािा  कर पिचाना , 

पाठ्य पुस्तक में उसका अभ्यास ककया एवों कॉपी में मित्व के मुदे्द की चचाण के साथ 

िेखन ककया | पाठ्य पुस्तक में  “ज्ञान मागण“ की किानी कर समझा एवों उनका 

चचाण ककया ,  छात्रोंने किानी कर कक्षा समक्ष  नाटक  के भागरूप में रजुआत 

ककया |   

Hindi  कक्षा- 3 B/C छात्रों ने  किोंदी व्याकरर् में १. िमारी भाषा के बारे में जाना  एवों 

अभ्यास ककया ,पाठ्य पुस्तक में  “ज्ञान मागण“ की किानी कर समझा एवों उनका 

चचाण ककया |   

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they 
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration 

techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The 
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect, 

attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”. 

Art & Craft Draw and colour a tree log and leaves done by thumb printing 
in their sketch book. 

Dance Students danced to the songs they have learnt.  

Computer Continuing with the chapter ‘The IPO cycle’ students came to 
know about working of an IPO cycle i.e. Input-Process-
Output. Theory was explained during the class with examples. 
Also students wrote theory in their notebook. (Notes sent in 
iolite app too) 

PE They play standing kho kho.They enjoy fun games like cherry 
picking game.they also doing aerobics exercises. 

Library time Students enjoyed Reading small story books during the 
library period. 

 

 Grade 4 

 

 

English 

Textual objectives and Question- Answers of the chapter ‘The 
Missing Bat’ were discussed during class. Grammar Topic - 
Abstract noun was explained and Textual exercise of the same 
was explained and solved in class. 



 
Mathematics 

Completed Ex-1.3 and Ex-1.4. Discussed the topics- 
Successor, Predecessor and Arranging numbers in ascending 
and descending order. Comparing numbers. 

Science  A new chapter States of Matter was introduced in the class 
wherein, students were explained about matters and change 
of states. 

Social Studies Completed Chapter 1 - The Northern Highlands and exercise. 

Sanskrit  छात्रों ने “शब्द पररचयः - कियापदाकन ” में धातुकिया ,पुरुष और किया के बारे में 

समझा |  

Gujarati વિદ્યાર્થીઓએ 1 આકાશનો ચાંદો કવિતા ની સમજ મેળિી અન ેઆરોહ અિરોહ પૂિૅક ગાન કયૅૅુ. 
અઘરા શબ્દોનૅુ લેખન કયૅૅુ અન ેિાંચન કયૅૅુ. 

Hindi  पाठ्य पुस्तक में  “कचकिया की बच्ची “ की किानी कर समझा एवों उनका चचाण ककया 

|  

Computer Continuing with the chapter ‘History of computer’. Topics like 
Slide rule, Pascaline & Pascal’s calculator, Difference engine & 
Analytical engines - were explained to the students. Also 
students wrote important points in their notebook. (Notes sent 
in iolite app too) 

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they 
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration 
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The 
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,  
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”. 

Art & Craft Draw and color a landscape of sun rising, brushes and a tree 
in their sketch book. 

Dance Students danced to the songs they have learnt.  

Library time Students enjoyed Reading moral, punchtantra, grandma 
story books during the library period. 

PE They do some strength exercises like hurdled race,zig-zag 
race,side running etc.they also learn about aerobics exercises. 

 

 

Grade 5 

 

English A Grammar topic of ‘Nouns and their types’ was explained in 
the class and textual exercises of the same were explained and 
discussed during the class.  



Mathematics Textual exercise of Large numbers was explained and solved 
during the class. Maths Lab Activity ‘ To find the place value and 
expanded forms of large numbers, Rounding off and Roman 
Numerals were introduced and explained during class. 

Science  A new chapter Changes in our environment was introduced 
in the class wherein, students were explained about greenhouse 
and greenhouse effect.  

Social Studies Ch-2 Motion Of the Earth explanation Started. 

Gujarati વિદ્યાર્થીઓએ “માથાના વાળ કેટલાં?” પ્રશ્નો ની ચચા કરી , અઘરા શબ્દો  અન ેશબ્દ ના અર્થથનૅુું 
લેખન કર્ૅુું.  

Sanskrit  छात्रों ने “एषः -एते,एषा-एते,एतत् - एताकन “ पाठ का पठन ककया ,भाषाोंतर और 

अभ्यास कायण ककया एवों व्याकरर् में सवणनाम के बारे में जानकारी प्राप्त की |  

Hindi  छात्रों ने पाठ १ -  बढे चिर बढे चिर के मूल्य आधाररत  प्रश्रों के उत्तर पर चचाण की 

एवों नरटबुक में उसका िेखन ककया 

Computer  Continuing with the chapter ‘Inside a computer’. Topics like 
Motherboard, Booting process, BIOS theory were explained to 
the students. When the Laptop starts how the booting process 
works that was shown practically to students.  

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they learned 
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques, healing 

techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance 
to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of 

calmness and time with “Self”. 

Art & Craft Draw and colour a poster on 'SAVE EARTH' in their sketch 
book.They also have done block printing on a piece of cloth with 
fabric colour.  

Library Time Students enjoyed Reading fiction, non-fiction books during the 
library period. 

Dance Students danced to the songs they have learnt till now. 

PE Students play football match in P.E class. They also doing 
volleyball skills. 

 

MIDDLE STAGE (C6 TO C8) 

 

                                                      Grade 6 

 



English Students enhanced their grammar skills on the topic ‘Part of 
Speech’. Textual exercise of the same was completed. 

Mathematics Section A: Continuing the Chapter Knowing Our Numbers, 
students were explained and solved world problems on number 
operation, use of brackets, Roman Numerals and their 
applications. 
Section B : Explanation of solving word problems, rounding off 
and use of brackets was done in the class. Based on it Exercise 
1.9 and 1.10 solved in NB. 

Science Section A: Components of food, their importance and the 
sources of the food components were explained in the class.  
Section B: Students were introduced to a new chapter ‘Fabric 
To Fibre’, wherein they came to know about the history of 
clothing, types of fibres and fibres from animals.Class test of 
Chapter-1 was done in the class. 

Social Science  Completed History ch-1 exercises in N.B. 

Hindi कवद्याकथणयरों ने व्याकरर् में पाठ-1 'भाषा, किकप और व्याकरर्' कर पढा एवों 

समझा।छात्रों ने वगण में पाठ 1 और 2 पाठ का वगण-परीक्षर् कदया |   

Sanskrit  छात्रों ने “शब्द पररचयः  3 “ का पठन ककया, भाषाोंतर और अभ्यास कायण ककया एवों 

व्याकरर् में नपुोंसककिोंग के सवणनाम के बारे में जानकारी प्राप्त की |  

Gujarati વિદ્યાર્થીઓએ “જગતની મૂલ્યવાન વસ્તુ” પાઠનૅુું િાંચન કર્ૅુું , પ્રશ્નો ની ચચા કરી તેનૅુું લેખન કર્ૅુું.  

Computer  Completed ch=1”Mail Merge” and practical for the same was 
done in the class. 

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they 

learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration 
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The 

session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,  
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”. 

Art & Craft They have drawn and coloured a poster on 'SAVE EARTH' to 
enjoy Earth day. They have also done block printing activity. 
They have used a piece of cloth and fabric colour.  

Dance  Students danced to the songs they have learnt till now.  

Library Time Students enjoyed Reading fiction, non-fiction books during the 
library period. 

PE Students play football and volleyball match.They also doing 
aerobics exercises in PE class. 

 

 

 



                                                   Grade 7 

 

English  Students enhanced their grammar skills on the topic ‘Noun 
Phrases’. The textual exercise of the same was completed. 

Mathematics Section A: Continuing the chapter ‘Fractions’, students were 
explained about the multiplication of fractions, fraction as an 
operator ‘Of’ and its applications. They did the textual exercise of 
this. 
Section B: Introduction to chapter 2 - Fractions. Explanation of 
types of fractions, converting improper fraction to mixed fraction, 
comparing fractions, addition and subtraction of fractions done in 
the class. Based on it Exercise 2.1 solved in NB till Q10. 

Science   Section A: Introduction to nutrition in animals wherein ingestion 
and digestion in mouth was explained. Types of teeth and its 
function, tongue and salivary glands were explained. 
Section B: Students were introduced to a new chapter ‘Nutrition 
in Animals’, wherein they were explained about nutrition in 
animals, human beings, teeth, Oesophagus, digestion in the 
stomach, and nutrition in Amoeba, hydra and frogs.   

Hindi कवद्याकथणयरों ने व्याकरर् में रचनात्मक िेखन के अोंतगणत 'अपकठत बरध' कर पढा एवों समझा। 

Social Science Completed history ch-1 with exercises. 

Sanskrit  छात्रों ने “बुद्धि कवनश्यकत “ पाठ का वीकियर देखा किर पठन करके भाषाोंतर और अभ्यास 

कायण ककया |  

Gujarati વિદ્યાર્થીઓએ “શ્રેષ્ઠ કોણ?” પાઠન ેપહેલા ઓડિયો દ્વારા સાંભળર્ૅુું ,  તેની ચચા કરી. પાઠની સમજ 
મેળિી અન ેપોતાનો આત્મવિશ્વાસ , આસપાસનૅુું િાતાિરણ જ શ્રેષ્ઠ છે તેિા જીિનમૂલ્યો જાણકારી 
મેળિી.   

Computer Practical work based on MS Excel functions was done in the class. 
Using excel they created a list of celebrities with their age and 
performed various functions on it. 

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they learned 
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques, healing 

techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to 
close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of calmness 

and time with “Self”. 

Art & Craft They have drawn and coloured a poster on 'SAVE EARTH' to enjoy 
Earth day. They have also done block printing activity. They have 
used a piece of cloth and fabric colour. 

Dance  Students danced to the songs they have learnt till now.  



Library time Students enjoyed Reading fiction, non fiction and some reference 
books during the library period. 

PE They played cricket and football in PE Class. 

 

                                                      Grade 8 

 

English Grammar: Noun Phrase and Noun Clause were explained and 
exercises were completed in the class. 

Mathematics  Students were introduced to a new chapter ‘Exponents’, wherein 
they were explained about laws of exponents, powers with 
negative exponents, and applying laws of exponents for negative 
integral exponents. They did the same textual exercise.  
Chapter 3 - How to find pythagorean triplet and Exercise 3.2 
solved in the NB. 

Science  Students were introduced to a new chapter ‘Microorganisms’, 
wherein they were explained about unicellular and multicellular 
microorganisms, types of microorganisms, some useful 
microorganisms.   

Social Science -  
(Civics) 

Students were introduced with a new topic ‘The Indian 
Constitution’ where they learned about the Constitutive Rights 
and the Key features of the Indian constitution. 

Sanskrit  छात्रों ने “कबिस्य वार्ी न कदाकप मे शु्रता” का अभ्यास कायण ककया | नया पाठ 

“किजीभारतम” का पठन ककया और वर्ग में उसके फ़ायदे और नुकसान के बारे में चचाण 

की |  

Gujarati વિદ્યાર્થીઓએ “પૃથ્વીની વાર્ાા” પાઠના પ્રશ્નોની ચચાા કરી તેન ું લેખન કર્ ું અન ેપાઠ્ર્ 

પ સ્તક માું અભ્ર્ાસ કર્ો. 

Hindi कवद्याकथणयरों ने व्याकरर् में रचनात्मक िेखन के अोंतगणत 'अपकठत बरध' कर पढा एवों समझा। 

 
Computer 

Completed ch-1”Technology -Today and Tomorrow” Textual 
Exercise of the same was discussed in the class. 

 
Gurukulam 

Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they learned 
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques, healing 

techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to 
close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of 

calmness and time with “Self”. 

 

 

 



SECONDARY STAGE (C9 TO C12) 

 

                                                      Grade 9 

 

 

English Writing Skill: Diary Writing was done in the class. Grammar: 
Integrated tenses’ exercises were solved. 

Mathematics  The Chapter Number System was completed and new Chapter 
Polynomials was introduced in the class and exercise 2.1 was 
done. Completed Euclid Geometry with all textual examples. 

Science-Physics The topics- Acceleration and its types were discussed with the 
students and numericals were done. 

science-Chemistry State of matter (plasma)was discussed with the students from 
the chapter matter in our surroundings. 

Science- Biology The structure of a typical Prokaryotic and Eukaryotic cell, the  
differences between them were compared from the chapter The 
fundamental units of life 

Science- Practical Students were introduced to various lab equipment used for the 
preparation of a temporary mount. The experiment for the 
preparation of a temporary mount- Onion peel was written in 
the lab manual.  

Social Science -  
(History) 

In the chapter ‘The French Revolution’ students came to know 
about the Republic, Directory Rule and the role of the women's 
revolution in France. 

Social Science - 

(Political Science) 

New chapter was introduced ‘Why and What Democracy?’. 
wherein they came to know about the meaning and Features of 
Democracy.  

Hindi कवद्याकथणयरों ने व्याविाररक व्याकरर् में 'शब्द और पद' कर पढा एवों समझा। 

 

Computer 

Students were introduced to Open Office.Difference between MS 
Office and Open Office was explained in the class.Using the Text 
Document they created an invitation card. 

 

Gurukulam 

Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they learned 

prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques, healing 
techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to 

close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of 
calmness and time with “Self”. 

Art & Craft  They have done block printing activity. They have used a piece 
of white cloth and fabric colour.  



PE They played Football and Dodgeball game in PE Class. 

Library Time Students enjoyed Reading fiction, nonfiction and some 
reference books during the library period. 

 

 

                                                    Grade 10  

 

English  Integrated Grammar Exercises based on Tenses, Modals 
were solved in the class. 

Mathematics  The textual exercise from the topic, T- ratios were solved in 

the class and the students learnt about Trigonometric ratios 

of special Angles from the chapter, ‘Introduction to 
Trigonometry’. 

Completed all topics of “ Linear pair of Equation in two 
variables” with textual exercises.All 3 types of solving Linear 

pair of equations -Elimination, Graph method, Substitution 
,were explained and practiced in class . 

Physics The concepts of spherical lenses, types and terms related to 

concave and convex lenses were explained to the students 
from the chapter, ‘Light - Reflection and Refraction’. 

Chemistry  Completed the chapter Chemical reactions and equations 
along with textual exercises. 

Biology The structure of Human heart and the functioning of 

Circulatory system were explained from the chapter Life 
processes. 

Students appeared for the class test. 

Social Science - 

Economics 

Students came to know more about education, employment 

in sectors of the economy, organised and unorganised Indian 
sector of ongoing chapter ‘Sectors of Indian Economy’.  

Hindi कवद्याकथणयरों ने व्याविाररक व्याकरर् में 'पदबोंध' कर पढा एवों समझा। 

Art & Craft Diligence - they have learnt a few interesting facts about how 
hard work is best and what are the ways to get rid of stress, 
such as singing, dancing, athletic ability etc. Which makes life 
easier. So, they have marked themselves out of 10 about 
their ability. 

Computer Practical Based on “Creating Templates” and “Mail 

Merge” using Open Office was done in the class. 

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they 
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration 

techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The 
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect, 



attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”. 

PE They played cricket and kho-kho game in PE Class. 

                      

    

Grade 12- Science  

 

English Article Writing and Invitations in writing skill were 
explained and questions based on the same were solved. 

Physics The topics; Electric Potential Energy, Potential energy for a 

point charge, 2 point charges, 3 point charges  & N number 
of charges and potential energy in an external field were 

explained from the chapter, ‘Electrostatic Potential and 
Capacitance’.  

Numericals were done from the chapter Ray Optics And 

Optical Instruments. 

Physics Practical  The students performed the practical: Determination of 

Angle of Minimum Deviation for PRISM. 

Chemistry Started a new chapter Electrochemistry wherein topics 

electrochemical cell and its types and Daniel cell were 
discussed. 

Biology Completed the chapter Microbes in Human welfare with 

the discussion of role of microbes in sewage treatment, 
biogas production and biofertilizers.  

Biology Practical Students observed the microscopic slides and specimens of 

various pathogens.   

Mathematics Continuing with the chapter “Application of 

Differentiation”. Problems related to area and volume, 
increasing and decreasing functions, tangent and normal line 

to the curve at point were discussed as well practiced in class 
with all textual examples. 

Computer Science Continuing with the MySql students learned about the group 

by command, Constraints used in SQL-Primary key 
constraint, Foreign Key constraint, Default constraint and 

Not Null constraint. Practical of the same was done in the 
class. 

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they 
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration 

techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The 
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect, 

attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”. 



 

 

Grade 12- Commerce 

         

Business Studies Students were given the task to prepare and present ppt on 
the chapter marketing management. They were expected 
to be judged on five broad criterias, which was explained to 
them well in advance. The objective of the task was to 
empower the students to take decisions and also to work in 
a team. The entire presentation went well, and all the 
students were up to the mark as expected. 

Macro Economics Students solved sums related to National income and 

aggregate value of the ongoing chapter ‘National Income 
and Accounting’. 

English Article Writing and Invitations in writing skill were 
explained and questions based on the same were solved. 

Computer Science Continuing with the MySql students learned about the group 

by command, Constraints used in SQL-Primary key 
constraint, Foreign Key constraint, Default constraint 

and Not Null constraint. Practical of the same was done in 
the class. 

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they 

learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration 
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The 

session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,  

attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”. 

 

 

EVENTS & CELEBRATIONS: 

 
★  STAR OF THE WEEK 

 
Each week children from Grade 1 to Grade 12 are chosen by their teacher to be Star 

of the Week. This can be for many different reasons: Regularity, Behaviour, Punctuality, 
Academics and Discipline. The children are very proud when they get the Star of the 

Week badge. This week list is enclosed:  
 

Grade Student’s Name 

 Boy Girl 

Grade 1 A/B Mayank Vaghela Sanamika Murli 

Grade 1 C/D Yashraj Raj Charvi Mathur 



Grade 2 A/B Dhyan Dave Krisha A Deshpande  

Grade 2 C/D Henil S Kapadiya  Saanvi Chaudhary  

Grade 3A,B,C Mann Mehul Thakkar Vriwa Divyesh Thakkar  

Grade 4A,B Vivan Sharma Shikha Mistry 

Grade 5A,B Pranay Amrish Pancholi Vidhushee Vikram 

Grade 
6A,B/7A,B 

Gagan Meena Swara Dhule 

Grade 8 and 9 Kaushalendra Pratap Sakshi Rai 

Grade 10 and 
12 

Henil Patel Jagruti Punjabi 

 
 

★  WORLD EARTH DAY 
 

GRADE ACTIVITIES 

Nursery Nature Walk: Let us squeeze out some time to be with nature. Tiny 

toddlers took a nature walk and observed trees, shrubs, flowering 
plants, Sun, clouds, sky, felt the breeze, saw the grass bed on the 

playground and giggling and talking as they marched to and fro. They 
enjoyed the gift by God - Nature on this World Earth Day! Later they 

gleefully coloured in the picture of a Sun in their Drawing book. 

LKG Leaf Pasting: Green colour signifies new beginning, growth, renewal, 
abundance and more. While Blue colour signifies loyalty, confidence, 

reliability and more. Little florets of LKG were introduced to these 
colours through leaf pasting activity around the picture of Mother Earth 

as part of World Earth Day celebration. 

UKG Treasure Hunt: We are blessed by Mother Nature! Let’s solve the 

riddle and find the treasure that our Mother Nature has gifted us - 
UKG sharp little masters were curious to find the treasure and 

enthusiastically solved the riddle. 

C1 Colouring Competition: As part of World Earth Day celebration, 

Blooming buds of Grade 1 had happy moments while colouring the 
picture of Mother Earth and thus they joyfully participated in the 

colouring competition and exhibited their strokes and colour choices and 
also stood by the Rubrics given.   

(Result will be announced next week) 

C2 Drawing and Colouring Competition: Little masters of Grade 2 drew 
one picture from the given topic - Connect with nature, Poster of 

3R’s or Four seasons of Mother Earth. They too enjoyed drawing the 
picture wherein their imaginations connected  them with Nature.They 

exhibited their Artistic mind, used vibrant colours and also stood by the 



Rubrics given. 
(Result will be announced next week) 

 
★  EMPOWER GENIUS C10-12 : 19.12.2023 

 
  Three teams of students from grades 10 and 12 got an opportunity to showcase their 

creativity and innovation in presenting INNOVATIVE STARTUP IDEAS which was 
organised by EMPOWER GENIUS.  

  The guests for the event were Mr. Shreyas Joshi from AECC Abroad educationalists, Adv.   
Kunal Sharma, President and Mr. Aditya Vegda, Vice President of Chhatra Sansad and 

Dr. Pavan Agarwal - President and founder of Dabbawala who was also one of 

the speakers who shared his experience as a dabbawala and how he started from zero 
to earn crores of profit.  

  One of our Team bagged the BEST PITCH award on EDIBLE GREEN BAGS.  
 

    The winning team members are: 
  i. Pal Barot (C12 - Sci.) 

  ii. Yug Y Patel  ( C12 - Comm.) 
  iii. Kimaya Sethi (C12 - Sci.) 

  iv. Jiya Mistry  (C10)   
       v.  Jay Parmar ( C10 )  

 
 

 
 
BEFRIEND READING 

 

BOOK GIFTED ON MY BIRTHDAY: 
 

Name of the child Grade Date Title of the book 

Nainshi Upendrakumar 
Patel 

LKG B 21-04-2023 FAIRY TALES 
Vikash Stories For 

Kids 

Aanshi Fanse UKG A 21-04-2023 IT’S STORY TIME 

Dhvij Kinjal KOthari C1-C 18-04-2023 Gift of Life 

Trisha A Yadav C2-C 18-04-2023 New Gem's English 



Reader 

Alysha H Sharma C6-B 21-04-2023 Bhishm - Indian 
Myths and Legends 

Tejas mantri C7-B 19-04-2023 Birbal, The wish 

 

BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION: 
 

Grade & Section Birthday Boy/Girl Date 

LKG C Tanish K Singh 20-04-2019 

UKG A Aanshi Fanse 16-04-2018 

C1 C Dhvij Kinjal KOthari 

Krisha D Vyas 

18-04-2023 

20-04-2023 

C2 A Samarth T Bhatt 20-04-2023 

C2 B Pranit Kolwadkar 21-04-2023 

C2 C Trisha A  Yadav 18-04-2023 

C2 D Preet Patil  20-04-2016 

 

 


